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The Bel Air provides a breathable mesh backing that allows 
for air ventilation and natural cooling. Paired with a mesh seat, 
it offers the ultimate in comfort. Additional features include an 
easy-to-use lumbar adjustment, height adjustable arms and 
contoured polyurethane pads.

TASK SEATING

(Without headrest - shown)
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MESH & FRAME COLOR:  BLACK

DIMENSIONS

Overall:  27 1/2” W, 25” D, 44 1/4” H          Back:  22 5/8” W x 24” H         Seat:  21 5/8” W x 19 1/2” D
Seat Ht Range:  18” - 21”          Headrest:  14 1/2” W, 7 1/2” H          Headrest Adjustment Range:  3”

Item No. 122023 (Without headrest)
Item No. 122024 (With headrest)

$374.00
$431.00
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The chair’s tilt lock angle can be set in 
four different positions. To set chair to 
desired angle, twist lever clockwise to 
lock. Twist lever counter clockwise and 
lean back on the chair to release the 
anti-kickback mechanism to unlock the 
chair to free-float action.

To adjust seat depth, grasp lever 
on the left side of the seat. Lift lever 
and shift weight on seat to move to 
desired position. Release lever to 
lock seat in position.

The tilt-tension lever is located 
on the right side of the chair. Pull 
lever out away from chair. To 
increase tilt-tension, rotate lever to 
clockwise. To decrease tilt-tension, 
rotate counter clockwise. Push 
lever back in toward chair.

Seat height is adjusted with a 
pneumatic cylinder. To lower height 
while seated, lift the lever on the 
right front side of the seat. To raise 
the height, remove your body 
weight from the seat while lifting 
the lever, release lever.

To adjust the arm height, push the 
button in and then raise or lower 
the arm. For arm width adjustment, 
reach lever on underside of arm. Lift 
and slide arm in or out horizontally 
for up to 1” of horizontal adjustment 
per arm.

FEATURES AND OPERATIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

Tilt-Tension Adjustment Lever

Seat Height Adjustment Lever

Arm Height Adjustment Tilt Lock Lever

Seat Depth Adjustment

For lumbar adjustment, 
grasp the levers on 
each side of the back 
and raise or lower to the 
desired position.

Lumbar Adjustment
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